TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
it as shouldn't" for a prelude or tag. Again, contrary to the
usual summing-up, I think she is not smug or conceited, but
suffering from an inferiority complex: At some time of her life
she lost an auctioneer, and having got accustomed to the inspiring
sound of his sales talk, had to adopt the phrase as a little joke to
cover the necessity of selling herself.
And here the woman whose "only real fault*' is a hot temper:
"It flares up and then it's all over, I never bear malice." This
woman unfailingly rouses in me a sort of exasperated desire to
appear flat-footed and insensitive, and to stump about among
delicate imputations in hob-nailed boots. A reaction not free from
sadism. Or it is more than possible I might bite back with a Nod
Coward snap in my voice: " I don't flare up; I sulk and brood for
days and weeks; I can't ever forget; I plan revenges"—simply
for the sake of seeing her look at me in astonishment that I should
not be clever enough to conceal such an unattractive personality.
We now appear to be lining up for a Grand Finale of Tiresome
Women. Even more provocative to my hob-nailed boots is she
who says: "With my slender means -.." And to her, too, I have
always longed to retort blandly: " Oh, are you poor ? Then ftt pay;
I'm richer." But so far, I have just managed to be civilized, and
refrain.
Worst of all, the woman who develops her personality "with
a view to making herself interesting" (especially to authors). She
inspires in me a preliminary thoughtfulness which I well know is
going to lead to a shout for my hobnailed boots. She has never quite
owned up that she might be insignificant except, unconsciously,
by a collection of prefixes: " Well" (pause) "I don't.know what
you think, and plenty of people would think me" (pause) "wad.
But I don't care, I always nave and I always mil say—" Aiid here
follows a perfectly ordinary right-thinking platitude, stock pattern,
of the kind that come in sets, so that you can always repkce a
broken one. To the psychoanalyst, she is clearly a "vanity case";
thinking she is one in a thousand, whereas she is one o/a thousand.
Another line in vanity cases tries to be original and unconventional
and at the same time play for safety by bringing out a statement
or a point of view which she knows by previous experience will
accord with mine. The only way in which I can then sublimate
my irritation (a vile way) is immediately to jettison my own
opinions, replace them with a completely opposite set (the kind
I wouldn't be seen dead with) and leave her marooned," holding
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